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I: KID smART Profile 
  

Arts Integration 
KID smART is an arts organization with a main focus in Arts Integration. 

Arts Integration is the fusing of the arts with education. This can be achieved 

through one teacher in the classroom, or two teachers co-teaching in the 

classroom. It presents academic subjects through art, while meeting state and 

district standards for the art form and the academic subject.  Arts Integration is 

not a new method of teaching, but it is something that is very new in the city of 

New Orleans.  

KID smART’s mission is stated as KID smART teaching under-served 

children positive life skills through hands-on arts activities. By introducing 

children to the arts, KID smART provides a safe, nurturing place for children to 

learn valuable skills that will make them more successful in all spheres of life: 

discipline, self respect, teamwork, creative problem solving and pride of 

accomplishment. Through its mission, KID smART hopes to use Arts Integration 

to boost the academic and artistic success of school-age children in the City of 

New Orleans. 

KID smART employs teacher training and instruction by teaching artists 

in both the visual and performing arts (see APPENDIX 1A). KID smART also uses 

classroom programming, professional development for educators, after-school 

programs and other community-based projects to collaborate with professional 

artist educators, school administrators and classroom teachers to promote 
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discipline, self-respect, teamwork, creative problem solving and pride of 

accomplishment within students. 

 

HISTORY 

KID smART is a nonprofit organization that was founded in 1999. It was 

originally a Saturday program based in visual arts serving twenty children in one 

school. In the past 10 years KID smART has grown into an arts education 

initiative, working in eleven schools.  

In early 2006, after Hurricane Katrina, the Orleans Parish school system 

became 86 schools run by 36 different entities. At that time, KID smART joined 

with several of its cultural partners to develop the Arts Experiences in Schools 

(AXIS) program to provide arts-in-education opportunities to schools facing 

enormous challenges. Today KID smART has grown to serve 3,400 students at 

sixteen sites, including eleven public elementary schools in Orleans Parish. Their 

work expanded to Jefferson Parish in the fall of 2008. Their programming is 

designed to benefit under-resourced children in public schools in the New 

Orleans area—including charter schools. Charter schools are schools 

independently operated by private groups using public money. Some examples of 

charter schools in New Orleans are, Samuel J. Green Elementary, International 

School of Louisiana, and Martin Behrman Elementary School. 
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MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 

Board 

Kid smART is a 501.c.3 nonprofit organization. This means that an 

organization that is classified under 501.c.3 status according to the Internal 

Revenue Code is tax-exempt, for federal income tax purposes. As a 501.c.3 

organization, KID smART has a set of two Boards. The first Board is a Board of 

Directors, which is comprised of 21 members. The second Board is an Advisory 

Board, which consists of 12 members, and two additional Emeritus Members. 

The Board of Directors and the Advisory Board work together to govern KID 

smART (see Appendix 1B) 

The Board of Directors is responsible for making sure that KID smART 

adheres to its mission. The Board of Directors is a working Board rather than a 

policy setting Board, which means they contribute skills to help carry out the 

mission of KID smART, rather than plan a standard decision making process.  

The Board members are required to attend all Board meetings, participate in all 

KID smART related events and fundraisers in addition to personally contributing 

to the organization. Board members are also responsible for being active 

participants in at least one of the four major Board committees. 

The Board of Directors’ four major committees are Education/Program, 

Finance, Fund Development, and Marketing/Public Relations. The 

Education/Program Committee, as well as the other main committees, meets bi-

monthly.  This committee is responsible for reviewing and evaluating programs 

implemented by KID smART to assure that they are assisting KID smART in the 
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fulfillment of their mission and strategic plan. This committee also seeks to assist 

with school administration relationships and program development. The Finance 

Committee is responsible for implementing, organizing and presenting budgets 

and all financial reports including audit results and reports. The Fund 

Development Committee is responsible for the implementation and evaluation of 

the annual Fund Development Plan, including the annual campaign, major gifts 

campaign, and special events. This committee also approves and monitors the 

fund development calendar and along with the Development Director, leading the 

Board in its work of recognizing, developing and petitioning potential donors to 

KID smART’s mission. Lastly, the Marketing/Public Relations Committee 

develops and insures the execution of the organization’s marketing plan. 

Besides these four main committees, there are additional committees. The 

Executive Committee is the main coordinating committee for the Board. The 

Chairman, Treasurer, and Chairs of all Committees serve on this committee and 

can act on behalf of the Board when necessary. The other four additional 

committees include Nominating/Board Development, Personnel, 

Building/Facilities, and Fall Fundraiser.   

Committees are chaired by and include Board members. They may include 

individuals not on the Board as well as staff members. 

KID smART STAFF 

KID smART’s management structure is comprised of a few individuals whose 

leadership roles overlap and yet still function as separate, self-sufficient staff 

membership roles. 
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The management structure is as follows: 

• Executive Director, Echo Olander 

o Development Coordinator, Linda Erwin  

o Program Director, Elise Gallinot 

! Arts Coach, Aminisha Ferdinand 

! Curriculum Coach, Lauren Scarpello 

o Office Coordinator, Sarah Cressy 

o Intern  

The Executive Director is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 

organization, including managing committees and staff and developing business 

plans in collaboration with the Board for the future of the organization. All staff 

members report to her, and she reports to the Board of Directors. Since KID 

smART is a nonprofit organization, the Executive Director works closely with the 

Board to insure the mission is being satisfied through planning and 

programming. 

The Development Coordinator is responsible for writing grants, soliciting 

donors and sponsors to support KID smART’s financial needs. The Development 

Coordinator, like the Executive Director works closely with the Board, 

particularly the Fund Development Committee.  

The Program Director at KID smART has a unique position. She is 

responsible for the development, implementation, logistics, and progress of all 

programs. She has two employees who report directly to her: the Arts Coach and 

the Curriculum Coach. The Arts Coach is responsible for being knowledgeable in 
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all arts disciplines and well versed in state standards for creative and performing 

arts. The Curriculum Coach is responsible for being knowledgeable in state 

requirements for each grade level and academic subject. Together the Program 

Director and two Coaches are resources and mentors for all Teaching Artists in 

the organization. 

The Office Coordinator’s role in this organization consists of general 

administrative duties including payroll, purchasing, record management, 

information and technology, financial record keeping, and controlling the overall 

clerical aspect of KID smART. 

The Intern is usually a graduate student and is able to function in all 

departments of the organizational staffing structure. The Intern usually works the 

closest with the Programming staff, but is on-call in all departments. 

Teaching Artists 

KID smART at present has 15 Teaching Artists, 11 of whom are AXIS 

Teaching Artists. The AXIS Teaching Artists co-teach in schools throughout the 

week. This co-teaching follows the Arts Integration model, and each artist is 

responsible for meeting with the Programming Staff and their co-teacher to plan 

an arts lesson that parallels the lesson being taught in whatever subject they are 

co-teaching. The four other artists are afterschool Teaching Artists. These artists 

have more freedom in their teaching style, as they do not co-teach or co-plan, and 

do not need to meet grade level state standards for academic subjects (see 

Appendix 1C) 
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FUNDING/DEVELOPMENT 

 As a nonprofit organization KID smART is funded by a group of donors. 

These donors help with the cost of rental fees, staff salaries, artist salaries, arts 

supplies and equipment as well as several additional costs. KID smART 

associates a fee with its services for each school where an AXIS or afterschool 

Teaching Artist is employed.  

 Over the past few years, KID smART has received funding from over 30 

arts related organizations, corporate entities as well as individual donors. 

Funders include corporations, local arts related organizations, family foundations 

and other local groups. Examples of these organizations are Starbucks, 

Contemporary Arts Center, the Goldring Family Foundation, and the Junior 

League respectively. 

Every year KID smART has a spring fundraising campaign leading up to 

their major fundraiser, Cocktails for KID smART. A fund raising campaign is a 

project with an end result in mind. Goals are set on how much money will be 

raised and who will assist in raising the funds (whether volunteers or actual 

donors). It is the steps leading up to the main event. This event alone had 11 

sponsors and donors in 2009. 

 According to KID smART’s 2007 and 2008 990 Forms, their total income, 

including contributions and programming fees, was $382, 266 in 2007 and $453, 

216 in 2008. This is calculated based on an assumed 18% increase in financial 

contributions; KID smART’s estimated income for 2009 is $534, 795 (see 

Appendix 1D). 
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PROGRAMS 

Art Experience in the Classroom (AXIS) 

 The AXIS program is geared toward teachers in Orleans and Jefferson 

Parish schools. The AXIS program provides monthly professional development 

workshops and mentoring for classroom teachers who are learning to routinely 

integrate the arts into their curriculum. The monthly presenters are from all over 

the nation. This year KID smART has hosted arts professionals from the Kennedy 

Center, Harvard’s Department of Education, and New Orleans Center for 

Creative Arts. KID smART will also be doing training for artists who do not have 

experience working in the classroom in order to better prepare them to co-teach 

and incorporate academic subjects into their art curriculum.  In addition, AXIS 

also brings the arts resources of cultural partners throughout the city into 

schools. These partners include the Ogden Museum, the Contemporary Arts 

Center, the Children’s Museum and several other local arts organizations. 

Artists in the Classroom (AIC) 

 The AIC program is the core of what KID smART’s mission states. It takes 

professional artists in different art disciplines (visual art, music, dance, theatre, 

circus arts and hip hop) and places them in the classroom. These artists are 

paired with the regular classroom teacher in a co-teaching environment. The 

artists are required to co-plan with the classroom teachers, and develop their own 

lesson plan for their different residencies. These residencies can range from eight 

weeks to an entire school year. 
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stART smART 

 stART smART is a condensed version of the Artists in the Classroom 

program.  It is a five-week artist residency where artists will co-teach in the 

classroom. This program has not yet been implemented due to a surplus of 

untapped resources.  

KID smART has been given grant money to implement this program 

before the end of the 2010 calendar year. However, KID smART has struggled to 

draw the interest of the schools targeted for this program. As an Intern, the 

Curriculum Coach and I went around to approximately 12 local elementary 

schools and distributed applications for the program, but every school we went to 

was not interested.  

KID smART will try to implement this program again in the 2010 fall 

semester.  

Know What it Means 

Know What it Means is a set of lessons based on New Orleans culture. The 

curriculum coach is currently working on these lessons. She has not completed 

the lessons, but they will feature lessons on New Orleans Agriculture, Cuisine and 

Mardi Gras. This program is yet to be implemented by KID smART. 

GOALS 

KID smART is right in the middle of its Five Year Strategic Plan, which maps out 

the goals set for the organization from 2008 through 2012. Kid smART hopes to 

be recognized on the state level, regionally, and nationally as a trailblazer in the 
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field of Arts Integration. In order to reach this goal, KID smART has 

implemented a Five Year Strategic Plan composed of four strategic themes:  

• Expand and Diversify 

• Collaborative Partnerships 

• Formalize Processes 

• Increase Revenue and Visibility 

KID smART’s two main programs AXIS and AIC will help to carry out its mission 

by building support for schools, and capacity within schools. The goal for the 

Artists in the Classroom program is to expand its presence by working in more 

schools as well as diversifying its nature by establishing distinct levels of 

involvement for schools.  The training programs offered under AXIS will also 

expand with tailored training sessions for artists, teacher, principals and school-

based groups. KID smART also hopes to expand its brand by shaping the training 

provided to local educators, offering National Certification training and 

specialized institutes for Arts Integration. 

KID smART hopes to build competency and institutionalize  the Arts 

Integration model through collaborative relationships between the artists and 

teachers, among KID smART staff, school administration and the other arts and 

cultural organizations that participate in AXIS. Moving into the next stages of 

development and maturity, KID smART plans to add a common language. 

Common language refers to KID smART specific vernacular and best practices for 
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Arts Integration and arts education programming. KID smART also plans to add 

clarity and specific detail to its operations. 

The Programming Staff along with the Board plan to implement the 

Formalized Process. Formalized Process involves creating formalized assessment 

of a school’s capacity to partner with them, developing criteria for implementing 

program, and spelling out partnership expectations. Lastly, KID smART plans to 

increase revenue and visibility by diversifying its funding base. They plan to lock 

in more national funders, as well as more corporate donors and contributors in 

the public sector (see Appendix 1 E). 
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II: Internship Description 

 As an intern at KID smART I worked a typical 40-hour, five-day 

workweek. Daily duties included email and phone correspondence as well as 

weekly meetings. KID smART staff meetings are held every other Monday, and as 

an intern, I was responsible for not only attending these meetings, but also being 

an active participant. I gave suggestions, and expressed my opinions on several 

occasions. This was both accepted and expected of me as an intern. I also 

facilitated one of the staff meetings, because this is a revolving role for all staff 

members. 

 Not only did I attend staff meetings with all of KID smART staff, but I also 

attended biweekly programming meetings. The Program Director, Arts Coach, 

Curriculum Coach, and myself would meet every two weeks to exchange 

information. This information included updates, progress with Teaching Artists 

in schools, and any other updates relevant to the Programming Team.  

 As a member of the programming team, it was my responsibility to attend 

monthly AXIS sessions, which are Arts Integration training sessions for 

classroom teachers. Most AXIS sessions include extra programming in addition 

to the regular meetings. This extra programming includes professional 

development for teachers and classroom observations. These observations 

usually take place in KID smART schools, with skilled Arts Integration specialists 

hired by KID smART to facilitate the AXIS meetings and professional 

developments. 
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 I was also responsible for attending Teaching Artists meetings and 

professional developments, which were held every other Friday. These meetings 

are a chance for the artists to develop a sense of community, share stories, and 

ask for advice from their peers. These meetings incorporate professional 

development, training and planning.  

The Arts Coach and Curriculum Coach are responsible for the Teaching 

Artists meetings. They make sure each artist has a healthy relationship with their 

students, school administrators and co-teachers. It is the Coaches’ job to make 

sure the artists stay on tasks and have everything they need to make their 

teaching experience a success. 

 I worked directly with the Coaches and Programming Director for the 

majority of the internship. I also worked with the Executive Director and 

Development Director on more project-specific tasks. I created a chart that will 

be a part of the next publication of the Orleans Parish Parents’ Guide. The chart 

(see Appendix 2A) is an arts index of all of the public schools in New Orleans and 

it indicates whether or not they have creative and performing arts programs.  I 

also created a fiscal agent agreement (see Appendix 2B), which is a contract 

between KID smART and an artist who wants to do a project with high school 

students in the city and raise funds through KID smART. I also created flyers for 

each Teaching Artists with a residency in a school. These flyers are titled “You Are 

Here” (see Appendix 2C). They contain a picture, brief bio, arts discipline and 

teaching style. The flyers hang on the walls outside of the classrooms where the 
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artists teach. I also created a template that will be used for the 2010-2011 AXIS 

Programming Schedule (see Appendix 2D). 

 I held other responsibilities as an intern. I worked along with the 

Curriculum Coach to implement a new program that KID smART is starting 

called START smART. I was responsible for getting the applications to the 

schools targeted for this new service. I set up the new recycling service for the site 

as well. I made weekly copies at Kinko’s, ordered and picked up food for 

meetings, cleaned and organized shelving, and performed other task specific jobs 

that help KID smART function on a day to day basis. 

 One of the things that I took advantage of at KID smART was the 

opportunity to learn. Presenters from Harvard’s College of Education, the 

Smithsonian and the Kennedy Center presented to KID smART staff, Teaching 

Artists and Classroom Teachers at AXIS sessions, and I was able to attend them 

all. These sessions along with the internship gave me a deeper understanding and 

appreciation for the field of Arts Integration. Through the knowledge that I 

accumulated, I learned that I am on the right track in all that I set out to do when 

I began the Arts Administration Graduate program two years ago. 
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III: SWOT Analysis 

 In this section of the report, I will explain the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats of KID smART as a competitive arts organization in 

New Orleans. The strengths and weaknesses are internal factors within the 

organization, and the opportunities and threats are external factors not within 

the realm of the organization’s control. These internal and external factors are 

listed below, and followed by a detailed description of each. 

• Strengths 

o Longevity 

o Unique Focus 

o Experience 

• Weaknesses 

o Location 

o Name Recognition 

o Untapped Resources 

o Lack of Diversity 

• Opportunities 

o Schools 

o Relocation 

o Partners 

• Threats 

o Youth based arts organizations 

o Charter Schools 
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Strengths 

Notable strengths of this organization include the longevity of the Program 

and Executive Director and their commitment to KID smART and Arts 

Integration. KID smART also has a very unique quality which serves as a 

strength, it is the only arts organization in the city focusing on Arts Integration. 

Another strength I will focus on is the knowledge of the Programming Team, 

specifically the experience of the Curriculum and Arts Coaches in the field of Arts 

Integration. 

KID smART utilizes its programs to help fulfill its mission, and having a 

Program Director who has been working with the organization for the past nine 

of its ten years is remarkable. Not only has the Program Director’s proven 

longevity and commitment to the organization, but the Executive Director has as 

well. She has been with KID smART since its inception in 1999, and is the 

Founding Director. It is important for any organization, but especially a young, 

arts related one, to have the two pivotal roles of the organization being played by 

the same people for almost ten years. It shows funders, as well as school 

administrators that the organization is something that the directors truly believe 

in, and is worth their time, effort, and consideration. 

KID smART has the right to say that they are the only arts integrated 

organization in the New Orleans area. Other organizations do teacher workshops, 

in school student workshops, present arts related performances, but no other 

organization focuses on or even implements Arts Integration in the city. That 

quality alone separates KID smART from its local competitors. 
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The Programming Team is one of KID smART’s major strengths. The 

Programming Director is familiar with the schools, and how the different school 

systems (Public, Private, Charter, Recovery School District and even Home 

School) in New Orleans work. However, the Curriculum and Arts Coaches have a 

wealth of experiences that make the Programming Team a major strength and 

contribution to KID smART. The Curriculum Coach taught for five years in the 

New Orleans Public and Charter School systems. She also trained teachers in 

various programs in the city and has a Masters of Arts in Arts Administration 

from the University of New Orleans. Her expertise in education in this city, along 

with her knowledge of national standards and grade level expectations is what 

gives her and advantage over most in the field of Arts Integration. The Arts Coach 

is also a KID smART Teaching Artist. She has a Masters of Arts in Theater 

Education from New York University. Being trained as a KID smART Teaching 

Artist and being immersed in the field of Arts Integration is what makes the Arts 

Coach an excellent choice as a peer mentor to other teaching artists. Both the 

Curriculum and Arts Coach, and the Programming Director serve as liaisons 

between the teaching artists and school administration.  With the wealth of 

knowledge among the programming team, the Teaching Artists are able to be 

trained in house. There are always opportunities for professional development 

through KID smART and other arts organizations. The programming staff is able 

to train its own teaching artists based on their vast knowledge of arts disciplines 

and curriculum planning through national and state standards.            
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Weaknesses 

In addition to having several internal strengths that help KID smART 

thrive in these harsh economic times, they also have a few internal weaknesses. 

These weaknesses include location, name recognition, a surplus of untapped 

resources, and a Board that lacks diversity. 

KID smART’s headquarters are located in Central City New Orleans. The 

office space is rented through Catholic Charities and has a daycare, food bank, 

and homeless employment program all on the premises. It is great to be 

positioned in a part of the city where you are in the center of all of the schools you 

serve, and close enough to the Central Business District for the convenience of 

local funders and Board members. However, the location is less than desirable, 

and at night it is not safe. The New Orleans Mission is located in the next block, 

and many Board meetings and committee meetings take place at night. Also, the 

staff tends to stay late most days, and often staff members complain of loiterers 

in the street causing disturbances. 

 KID smART’s location is not the only undesirable element of the 

organization. The actual office space itself is too small for all of the services KID 

smART provides. Board Meetings often interfere with the two programming 

coaches daily routine as their desks are in the space where the Board and others 

come to meet. This makes it hard for privacy when meeting one on one with 

teaching artists, school administrators, cultural partners, or Board members who 

need special attention. In the middle of my internship, interviews were 

coordinated on the space where I worked, and at times I felt as though I was a 
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distraction to the interviewee. However, with such a small facility, there was no 

where I could go if the office was full that day. 

Although KID smART has been serving New Orleans for the past ten years, 

their name does not have the notoriety expected of an arts organization 

performing at this level. It has been noted at AXIS sessions that most teachers 

ask the staff if they work with AXIS, and when the staff replies, I work for KID 

smART, the teachers have no clue what KID smART is or what they do. This 

means that the teachers who most likely have a KID smART Teaching Artist on 

staff at their school are still clueless as to what the organization is and what they 

are doing in schools.  

Another of KID smART’s weaknesses is that it has a surplus of untapped 

resources. These particular resources tie in directly with the issue of notoriety. 

The stART smART program has yet to be implemented. This program has been 

funded to be a preview of a KID smART Artist In the Classroom Residency. This 

program is designed to be free of charge to the school. The school will receive five 

weeks of a KID smART Teaching Artist working in the classroom with their 

classroom teacher. A menu of Teaching Artists from the disciplines of Dance, 

Theatre, Music, and Visual Art will be provided to the school along with a 

contract and information for the administrators to make sure they are on board 

with the program. However, this service has not been implemented because the 

schools KID smART approached are not interested. This is something that most 

schools need, given that many of them have recently been forced to let go of Art 

and Music teachers due to budget cuts. A major reason why they have let this 
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opportunity pass them by is because they simply are unaware of what KID 

smART is. 

KID smART’s Board is committed to arts education and improving the city 

of New Orleans, but it lacks diversity. Most of the Board is comprised of white 

middle-aged males. Not only is the Board lacking a diverse population of females 

and other ethnicities, the Board is not very diverse socio-economically either. 

Most Board members are attorneys. There are a few arts professionals, and 

former educators on the Board but most of the Board members are attorneys. So, 

the Board is mainly comprised of middle-aged white male attorneys. This was a 

concern expressed by the Funding/Development Director. She hopes to diversify 

the Board in the next few years. 

Opportunities 

 KID smART has many opportunities, including the ever-growing school 

system. There are approximately 90 schools (see Appendix 3A) in New Orleans 

right now, and KID smART is operating in 11 schools. That is about 12% of the 

schools in the city. KID smART has the opportunity to reach thousands more 

students than they currently reach. They have the chance to partner with school 

administrators and the sell Arts Integration to them, especially since the arts 

have either been cut out of most of the schools, or they don’t have professional art 

teachers in their schools to provide students with this type of integrated learning. 

 Another opportunity KID smART has is with regards to location. There are 

several abandoned buildings, office spaces for rent, and commercial properties 

for sale in the city of New Orleans. KID smART has the opportunity to expand, or 
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move its office completely. If they get a member of the Board to help out in this 

area, KID smART could still be close to the Central Business District, in a better 

and bigger location. One possibility is sharing space with a cultural partner, or 

one of the schools they serve. 

 Even though KID smART is the only Arts Integration focused arts 

organization in the city, they have the opportunity to do more networking then 

they do presently. Right now KID smART has ten cultural partners in the city.  

Cultural partners are defined here as other arts organizations in the city that 

contribute to KID smART. The contributions from the cultural partners do not 

have to be monetary. For example, some cultural partners help cut field trip costs 

to KID smART schools, and some assist the organization by serving as a venue for 

different professional development sessions. Cultural partners include New 

Orleans Museum of Art, The Ogden Museum, the Louisiana Children’s Museum 

and the New Orleans Ballet Association. KID smART has the potential to partner 

with more arts organizations in the city, and take advantage of the services they 

provide. 

 KID smART has the opportunity to serve as the city’s resource for Arts 

Integration professional development, alongside regular programming. With a 

new mayor in office, claiming to be committed to education, and youth based arts 

programs, this organization has the potential to expand the AXIS program. 

Currently AXIS serves schools where teaching artists are located, but they have to 

potential to use this program citywide. KID smART could be the go to place for 

teacher training. In schools that have no arts programs at all, the teachers and 
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administration could attend sessions like AXIS, to help train the educators and 

give them model lessons to use in their own classrooms. KID smART could also 

go to individual schools, in turn developing a new program all together for 

teacher training in schools not already affiliated with KID smART.  

Threats 

 Even though KID smART is the only Arts Integration focused arts 

organization in the city of New Orleans, it isn’t the only youth based arts 

organization in the city. The other organizations are only a threat to KID smART 

when people are unaware of the differences in all of the organizations, their 

missions, and the services they provide. YaYa, Young Audiences, NO Outreach, 

and Poetry Alive are just a few of the local arts organizations that are geared 

toward school-aged children. A school administrator, without the knowledge of 

exactly what each organization stands for, could not receiving the service they are 

looking for. KID smART could potentially lose a school to another organization. 

  Another threat to KID smART is the charter school movement. These new 

schools are financial supported by groups with private funding, and they can 

afford KID smART. However, KID smART may run the risk of having charter 

schools learn about Arts Integration and implementing it themselves. Charter 

schools are usually more flexible when it comes to allocation of funds, and the 

things they are able to afford and pay for. With more of these schools popping up 

all over the city, KID smART runs the risk of competing with the internal 

structures of these charter schools, and not being needed by them. 
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IV: Best Practices 

Management 

 The management structure at KID smART was stated earlier as governing 

Board of Directors, an Executive Director, Development Director, Office 

Coordinator, and Programming Director with a programming team consisting of 

an Arts and Curriculum Coach. 

According to Hurwit and Associates Nonprofit Law Resource Library, the 

structure of a nonprofit organization traditionally follows a similar structure. The 

Board of Directors is the head of the organization, followed by all Board 

committee chairpersons, then the Executive Director/CEO/President, and then 

the hierarchal flow of Vice presidents and Assistant Directors and their 

subordinates (see Appendix 4A). 

 Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education (CAPE) is an Arts Integration 

focused nonprofit organizaion located in Chicago, Illinois, and was founded in 

1992. This organization has a management structure similar to the traditional 

format recommended by Hurwit and Associates. According to CAPE’s website, 

their key staff members come from a variety of professional backgrounds, and 

bring a unique blend of talents to the organization. CAPE has an 18 member 

Board, and an Advisory Board of 44. The Advisory Board is comprised of 21 local 

Chicago Area members and 23 National and International members. Their 

administrative staff is comprised of a Creative Director, Executive Director, Office 

Manager, Development Associate, Administrative Assistant, Education Director, 

Research Associate and three Program Associates. CAPE also utilizes consultants 
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to provide specialized input and skills. Teaching artists aren’t featured on their 

website, but the most noticeable difference is the National and International 

Board members.  

Marketing 

 KID smART has voiced as a Programming Team that they admittedly have 

difficulty with name recognition. According to Reich and Solomon of Media 

Rules! an organization’s ability to be located and ingrained in the mind of its 

target audience is the greatest challenge. They refer to this ability as the 

findability factor. They go on to say that findability is the likelihood that someone 

encountering your organization can get the relevant, timely, and compelling 

information they expect throughout their interaction with you. If they do, they 

are far more likely to remember you and return again. If they don’t, that person 

from your audience will make a judgment about you that puts you at the bottom 

of their priority list.  “Organizations that support their audience in finding the 

information they want and need have a lot to gain. Organizations that can’t or 

won’t do that invite increased competition” (Reich 127). 

“You (the organization) must work hard and deliver on the 

information and experience that your audience expects. Times have 

changed and will continue to change, so while the premium today is 

on having a leader with vision and demonstrable passion for your 

organization, you must always remain approachable and connected, 

grounded and accessible. It is from these attributes that your 
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audience will find the ability to engage, trust, and follow you” (Reich 

183). 

 Media Rules! Recommends an order of operations before communication 

with the target audience. 

1. Define and articulate your goals in a way that lends itself to measurability. 

2. Outline strategies that help you to achieve your goals. 

3. Identify tactics that can help you execute your strategy. 

4. Assign the necessary or available resources to manage your tactics. 

Media Rules! states that “If you can follow this basic order of operations, then 

you have put yourself in a place to achieve meaningful and measurable success 

for your organization” (Reich 207). 

Development 

KID smART’s self-expressed issue with their Board is a lack of diversity. 

According to Fundraising Basics, a successful Board will comprise a diverse 

group of multi-talented people who have a variety of backgrounds, a strong desire 

to serve and a keen interest in the organization. When selecting potential Board 

members, KID smART should be sure to include the following criteria when 

reviewing and analyzing potential members. 

Sex. Is there an unbiased distribution of men and women on the Board? 

An organization must be sure to compose lists of both male and female 

candidates and that Board term limits allow for fairly equal representation. 
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Age. There must be a balance between young, middle-aged, and senior 

members. The organization must be sure they have a potential Board member of 

comparable age ready to serve in place of an outgoing Board member. 

Race or Ethnic Origin. The organization must be careful to have a 

Board that reflects its constituents, partners, members, and the community it 

serves. Having people of different races or ethnicities who have the skills and 

qualities needed to meet the organization’s mission is important to diversify the 

Board. 

Geographic Representation. It is important to select members from 

different parts of the United States. However, this is only necessary if the 

organization’s constituents and services require geographic distribution. 

Expertise. Board members should have the expertise needed to run the 

organization. There should be Board members with a legal background, 

fundraising experience, personnel management/human resources experience, 

and professionals in the field of public relations/ communications.  (Ciconte 9-

10). 

Legal Applications 

 KID smART Teaching Artists are considered contracted employees and are 

not compensated with benefits, such as health insurance and benefits. All 

teaching artists are paid in wages, calculated by hours worked. These hours can 

be derived from co-planning with classroom teachers, planning independently, 

teaching hours, and attendance at meeting, workshops and professional 

developments. There are two artists who work a 30 hour week because of the 
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volume of classes they teach. However, these artists are still not full tine, and 

therefore are not able to reap the benefits of full time KID smART administrative 

staff. 

 KID smART may want to look into another model to follow after in this 

area. DreamYard Project is an arts organization located in Bronx, New York and 

they also focus on Arts Integration. According to their website, 

www.dreamyard.com, this arts organization is five years older than KID smART 

and has about 30 Teaching Artists. The artists at DreamYard are given potential 

for growth and leadership within the organization. KID smART has one teaching 

artists serving as an arts coach, while DreamYard has four. They also provide 

their teaching artists with small health insurance packages.  

 Many employees of nonprofits are undercompensated, KID smART must 

be careful not to do this. The private inurement doctrine says that employers 

must issue reasonable payment for services rendered by employees.  

 “The IRS developed the following criteria for assessing reasonable 

compensation: 

• Was the compensation actually paid reasonable? 

• Was the agreement completely negotiated at arm’s length? 

• Did the service provider participate in or have any control over the 

conduct of the organization? 

• Did the “contingent” payment serve a “real discernable business 

purpose” of the exempt organization (that is independent of any 

purpose to benefit the service provider)? 
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• Was the amount of compensation dependent on the 

accomplishment of the objectives of the compensatory 

arrangement? 

• Did the actual operating results reveal any evidence of abuse or 

unwarranted benefits to the service provider? 

• Was there a “ceiling or reasonable maximum limit” in the 

compensation agreement to avoid a “windfall benefit” to the service 

provider based on factors that “had no direct relationship to the 

level of services provided”? 

All forms of compensation paid by tax exempt organizations must be 

reasonable or the organization could risk its tax-exempt status” (Hopkins 

152-153). 

Financial Management 

 The financial management of a nonprofit organization is governed by the 

Board. The Board treasurer is a key resource in enabling your organization as 

they devise or revise financial policies. The Board as a whole is responsible for 

setting policy. An underpinning philosophy for setting policy is making sure that 

the Board governs the organization and is the only voice overseeing the Executive 

Director. The main goal is to not put more authority in the hands of the Board 

treasurer than is necessary (Hankin 142). 
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V: Intern’s Recommendations and Contributions 

Management 

One of my recommendations is classified under Management. Itis for KID 

smART to actually have a copy of the agenda on hand at staff meetings. In the 

first three weeks of my internship at KID smART, Tina Blythe from Harvard’s 

School of Education came for a staff and teaching artists professional 

development workshop. These were two separate meetings held on two separate 

days. The professional development was geared toward efficient and affective 

communication and protocol for meetings. Tina recommended certain things like 

timing meetings, asking clarifying questions, and compiling an agenda tailored to 

everyone’s contributions and updates at that particular time. I found this useful 

when I facilitated a staff meeting at KID smART. Having a hard copy of the 

agenda was extremely helpful to keep everyone on track and remind people of 

their talking points. Not only should the facilitator have a copy, but everyone at 

the meeting should have a copy of the agenda. 

With my implementation of having an agenda on hand, and Tina Blythe’s 

guidance on efficient meeting protocols, the administrative staff at KID smART 

will, and has already begun to conduct their staff and Teaching Artists meetings 

in a different manner than before.  

Marketing 

 I feel that KID smART needs to work on marketing themselves better.  I 

recommend setting specific goals and developing a marketing plan. However, the 
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organization needs to be careful not to advertise too much because their 

resources are limited (with regards to Teaching Artists availability). KIDS smART 

needs to be sure not to stretch themselves out to a point where they exceed what 

they are able to provide. They need to develop a new marketing plan and 

implement it. KID smART should start by putting into practice the four 

aforementioned steps in Media Rules!. 

Funding 

When speaking with the Fund Development Director, she expressed 

concerns of diversifying the Board socioeconomically. In doing this, she 

articulated that you still need to have Board members who can contribute and 

give a sizeable donation to the organization, despite their socioeconomic status. I 

recommend some sort of interaction with those groups of people she wants to 

attract to KID smART. Having mixers or events for young professionals, school 

administrators, and even social events with other organizations such as the 

Urban League, Young Leadership Council, and alumni members of fraternities 

and sororities in the city. Events like these can attract a younger and more 

racially diverse person who may find an interest in KID smART. These people will 

also have the income to be able donate money to the organization, and also bring 

different skills and non monetary contributions related to the other organizations 

they are a part of as well. 

As earlier discussed, one of the weaknesses of KID smART is that their 

location is in a bad part of town, and their office space isn’t large enough to 

accommodate their needs as an arts organization with its own programming and 
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fund development offices. I recommend a new location. There are several 

buildings and office spaces for rent in downtown New Orleans. I recommend 

finding a funder who financially supports building development, or expansion, 

finding an attorney on the Board with connections to or experience in real estate. 

Legal Applications 

KID smART’s Board is composed of several attorneys, and it seems as if 

KID smART utilizes the contributing skills of the Board as things arise. For 

example, when I created the fiscal agent agreement, the Executive Director 

informed me that she would get someone on the Board to take a look at what I 

had compiled. This has led me to believe that legal issues aren’t typically a daily 

concern to this organization and they were never an issue during my internship. 

My only recommendation would be to make Teaching Artists a more 

contributive part of the organization. I recommend that KID smART utilize its 

teaching artists to facilitate AXIS sessions, instead of always paying out of town 

arts educators. I also recommend that Teaching Artists organize regularly 

scheduled peer classroom observations among Teaching Artists at different 

schools. Giving more teaching artists the opportunity to be employed fulltime will 

allow KID smART to not appear to have so many contracted workers. This could 

be a potential legal issue if these Teaching Artists aren’t classified as part-time or 

full-time based on their number of hours worked. 

Financial Management 

Recommendations on Financial Management are also not applicable to 

this organization as a result of interesting circumstances during my internship. 
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Almost five weeks into my internship, the Office Coordinator left KID smART for 

another job. I was never able to meet with her like I did with the other members 

of the staff. She was responsible for making sure everyone was paid, the financial 

records were accurate, and she even had meetings with their accountant. From 

my stance as an intern, I saw no problems on my own, and none were expressed. 

Therefore the only recommendation I have is to fill that vacancy as quickly as 

possible. 

Conclusion 

My experience at KID smART was a memorable one. I absorbed a wealth 

of knowledge in the field of arts education from specialists in the field. 

I have learned that it is extremely important to have a Board that is 

supportive and active. In the world of nonprofits you must always be sure to have 

cultural partners and constituents in your field that you can continue to learn 

from, and thrive off of. 

When running a small arts organization it is also very important to make 

sure the local government supports your mission and truly understand the goals 

you want to achieve. Having experienced employees can only make the 

organization run smoothly. KID smART has taught me that is important to 

constantly improve organization and protocol. And it is helpful to employ interns 

and outside specialists who can look at your organization from an unbiased 

perspective and contribute in a monumental way. 
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KID smART Five Year Strategic Plan 
 

 KID smART is working to inspire public education in New Orleans through research-driven, academically-based work in and through 
the arts.  KID smART collaborates with professional artist educators to create programs for schools and professional development for 
teachers that promote discipline, self-respect, teamwork, creative problem solving and pride of accomplishment within students.  Our 
mission is to work with the arts to engage children in learning about themselves and the world in which they live.   
 
KID smART considers itself part of a community of learners.   KID smART will continue to work on initiatives, refining our work based 
on conscious reflection and deliberative application of lessons learned while embracing the spontaneous creativity which arises from 
partnerships and the lifelong pursuit of transformative experiences and the lessons they teach.   
 
Over the next five years, KID smART plans on strengthening its expertise and being recognized as representing the gold standard of 
arts integration in the state, regionally and nationally.  A variety of activities are identified to achieve these goals, which align with four 
strategic themes: 
 

• Expand and Diversify 
As the agency moves forward, the KID smART’s two major programs, Artist in the Classroom and AXIS, have been woven together 
to form more cohesive support for and to build capacity within schools.  The goal for the Artists in the Classroom component is to 
expand its presence by working in more schools as well as diversify its nature by establishing distinct levels of involvement for 
schools.  The training programs offered under AXIS will also expand with tailored training sessions for artists, teacher, principals and 
school based groups.  The agency also plans to use its expertise in shaping the training provided to local educators to comply with a 
statewide mandate for arts education.  KID smART also looks to expand its brand by offering National Certification training and 
specialized institutes for arts integration.    
 

• Collaborative Partnerships 
KID smART will continue to look to collaborative partnerships as the means by which they to promote and deliver arts integration 
services.  Through the collaborative relationships between artists and teachers, agency staff and school principals and among the 
cultural organizations which participate in AXIS they will continue to build capacity to institutionalize the arts integration model. 
 

•  Formalize Processes  
As the agency moves into this next stage of development it will add a layer if specificity and detail to its operations.  From creating 
formalized assessment of a school’s capacity to partner with them, to developing criteria for implementing program, enunciating 
partnership expectations and creating an oversight committee of the Board KID smART will share more attributes of an established 
and mature agency. 

Final 
Draft 
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Expand into more schools 

Create tiered memberships 

Formalize expectations 

Evaluate program 

Generate Revenue  
 

Strengthen 
Partnerships Create Criteria 

Support Act 175 

National Board 
Certification 

School Leadership 
Training 

Training Institutes 

Collaborative 
Convener 

Create Contracts 

 
 
 

• Increase Revenue and Visibility 
To help fund these activities the agency will expand and diversify its funding base and look more to national foundations, 
corporations and the public sector for financial support.  The Board will increase its activities to promote both the importance of arts 
integration and the agency as the vehicle to replicate best practices throughout the region. 
 
 
Details of the activities to achieve these goals are listed on the following pages. 
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KID smART Five Year Strategic Plan 
 
Goal                                                                                                               Program 
                                                                                                 ! Artist in the Classroom 
                                                                                                                         " AXIS 

Champion 

Expand, Diversify, and Improve Programs 
 

Identify and distill those factors in a school climate which make them potentially successful partnership sites 
by close of FY08.  Review and revise these criteria annually. 

! 
Education Committee 

Develop ‘tiers’ of school partnerships by close of FY08   
! 

Education Committee 

Stabilize number of KID smART schools in FY09  Expand by two new schools in FY10   
! 

Agency Staff 

Deepen the participation of selected schools’ involvement with arts integration by creating a model school 
concept and bringing one school to model school status by FY10   

! 
Agency Staff 

Position agency as primary liaison between state Department of Education and local arts integration efforts 
(ACT 175) in FY08 and 09  

" 
Executive Committee 

Develop levels of training for artists, teachers and principals by close of FY09  
" 

Agency Staff 

Facilitate National Board Certification Training by FY10  
" 

Agency Staff 

By FY 11 serve as  an advisor to schools which have adapted arts integration into their school community 
 " 

Education Committee 

Create a nationally recognized program model by FY12  

" 
Agency Staff 

Examine national models of engaging parents in children’s learning in FY 09 and FY10.  Give parents 
positive feedback about children’s learning and encourage parental attendance at sharing FY09 
 

Agency Staff/Ed 
Committee 

Clarify different purposes for each target audiences and tailor message to each niche by close of FY08 
 Marketing Committee 
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Create plan to celebrate 10 year anniversary by end of FY08 
• Create national support group 
• Create request to advertising agency to initiate a 10 year media blitz, including public advertising and 
heightening visibility widely 
• Create 10 year anniversary celebrations – public piece in spring 09 (day event with students/families 
with a possible evening event for adults) with larger fall fundraiser in fall 09 

 

Marketing/Fund 
Development Committee 

Create outreach packet for media and funders 
 Marketing Committee 

Update website  

Determine number of publications for upcoming years (annual report, newsletters, etc.) Marketing Committee 

Establish a clear branding of KID smART within schools  in FY09   
! 

Marketing Committee 

Establish a clear branding of KID smART within the community in FY10  
! " 

Marketing Committee 

Explore feasibility of creating a coffee table book about KID smART in FY09 for 10 year anniversary Marketing Committee 

Expand KID smART’s image as the go-to organization for arts education information: 
• Increase visibility with legislators and city council 
• Increase visibility with department of education, BESE 
• Increase visibility within leadership of local school administrations 
• Increase cooperation with school support organizations (ie:  Cowan Institute, NSNO 
•  
 

Marketing Committee 
Education Committee 
Agency Staff 

Increase Revenue and Stabilize Finances  
Expand grant funding base to include National Foundations and Federal funds by close of FY09 
Add at least one national funder by end of FY09 
Increase national funders to two by end of FY10 
 

Fund Development 
Committee 
Agency Staff 

Establish targets for percentage and dollar value of budget by funding source funds by close of FY08  
Fund Development 
Committee 
Agency Staff 

Continue and refine multifaceted evaluation of impact of the program  Education Committee 

Host annual fundraiser to raise  awareness of arts integration Fund Development 
Committee 
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Examine the creation of a national support group for KID smART in FY08-09  

Explore the impact of revenue generating projects on the rest of agency activities by close of FY08 Finance Committee 

If appropriate, create mix of programs in which will generated revenue to underwrite additional schools and 
training initiatives in FY10 and 11 

Finance Committee 
Agency Staff 

Brand KID smART as the ‘go-to’ group for arts integration training by close of FY12 Marketing Committee 

Determine need for audit each year by end of FY08  

Continue to manage KID smART funds to ensure best return on investments Finance Committee 

Create process for determining funds to be placed in reserve.  Place one-third of operating expenses into a 
reserve fund by close of FY12 Finance Committee 

Formalize Processes  

Learn more about advocacy and their role as advocates for arts integration in FY08 and 09 Full Board 

Formalize agreement with schools with written document outlining mutual expectations for the schools and 
KID smART by the close of FY08 

Education Committee 
Agency Staff 

Establish clear structures for the agency/schools relationships by close of FY08 Education Committee 
Agency Staff 

Establish criteria to ‘vet’ involvement with a specific projects by close of FY08 Executive Committee 

Identify costs and values to school to aid in their strategic decision making in entering into a partnership with 
KID smART by close of FY08 Agency Staff 

Identify and distill those factors in a school climate which make them potentially successful partnership sites 
by close of FY08 

Education Committee 
Agency Staff 
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Create a communication system to share ‘lessons learned with the Board and larger community by close of 
FY10 Executive Committee 

Build a structure to evaluate value of new projects by close of FY10 Agency Staff 

Become informed of the lessons learned from projects annually Full Board 

Assess staffing needs of agency on an annual basis Executive Committee 
Finance Committee 

Collaborative Partnerships  

Work with national experts to refine and perfect the training model annually Agency Staff 

Serve as convener of all cultural partners on a quarterly basis Agency Staff 

Expand AIC and after-school programming to private and parochial schools in FY09 as a way to increase 
revenues Agency Staff 

Explore developing relationships with Tulane and UNO teacher training programs in FY09 Agency Staff 

Determine which AXIS partner or other entity is best positioned for ongoing state level advocacy of arts 
education funding and polices by close of FY10 Agency Staff 

Use direct service projects as a means to create new partnerships and test new approaches  Agency Staff 
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FISCAL AGENT AGREEMENT 
 
 
This Agreement is made on this____day of____________________, 2010 between the ______________________ 
(hereafter referred to as “Fiscal Agent”) and _____________________________________(hereafter referred to as 
the “Sponsored Organization”). 
 
Purpose of Agreement 
 
The Sponsored Organization has proposed that the Fiscal Agent sponsor a project (the “Project”) to (describe the 
project): 
 
 
 

 
The Fiscal Agent has determined that sponsorship of the Project would be consistent with its goals, and wishes to 
make arrangements with the Sponsored Organization for the implementation and operation of the Project. 
 

1. The Fiscal Agent hereby agrees to sponsor the Project and to assume administrative, programmatic, 
financial and legal responsibility for the purposes of the requirements of funding organizations.  The 
Sponsored Organization agrees to implement and operated the Project, in accordance with the terms of this 
agreement and with any requirements imposed by funding organizations. 

2. The Project shall be operated in a manner consistent with the Fiscal Agent’s tax-exempt status and as 
described in this agreement.  No material changes in the purposes or activities of the Project shall be made 
without prior written permission of the Fiscal Agent and in accordance with any requirements imposed by 
funding organizations, nor shall the Sponsored Organization carry on activities or use funds in any way 
that jeopardizes the Fiscal Agent’s tax-exempt status. 

3. The Sponsored Organization shall not, and shall not permit the Project to, attempt to influence legislation 
or participate or intervene in any political campaign on behalf (or in opposition to) any candidate for 
public office or otherwise engage in the carrying on of propaganda (within the meaning of section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986). 

4. The Sponsored Organization will provide the Fiscal Agent with reports describing programs and services 
of the Project in accordance with the following schedule:  

 
 

 
 

 
 

5. The Sponsored Organization will provide all information and prepare all reports, including interim and 
final reports, required by funding organizations with the Fiscal Agent’s assistance and final approval. 

6. On behalf of the Sponsored Organization, the Fiscal Agent will establish and operate for the use of the 
Project a designated account (“Account”) segregated on the Fiscal Agent’s books.  All amounts deposited 
into a Project’s Account will be used in its support, less administrative charges, if any, and subject to the 
conditions set forth below. 

7. The Fiscal Agent will disburse funds from the Account in the following manner:  (for example:  as 
instructed in writing on properly filled-out Fiscal Agent vouchers accompanied by required 
documentation and only as authorized by this agreement.) 

 
 
Disbursements will be restricted to the support and implementation of the Project only. 



8. The Sponsored Organization designates _____________________________________(name) to act as 
authorizing official.  The authorizing official shall act as principal coordinator of the Project’s daily 
business with the Fiscal Agent, and shall have authority to sign disbursement requests and (add any 
additional authority) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________. 

9. The Fiscal Agent and Sponsored Organization will maintain all financial records relating to the Project 
according to generally accepted accounting principles, retain records as long as required by law, and make 
records available to auditors as required by law. 

10. The Fiscal Agent and the Sponsored Organization will reflect the activities of the Project, to the extent 
required, on their state and federal government tax returns and financial reports.  All disbursements from 
an Account shall be treated as payments made to or on behalf of the Sponsored Organization to 
accomplish the purposes of the Project.  The Sponsored Organization will provide the Fiscal Agent with 
proper documentation to accomplish this, including furnishing the Fiscal Agent with the Sponsored 
Organization’s Federal Employer Identification Number. 

11. The Sponsored Organization will give proper credit to the Fiscal Agent in all publicity in the following 
form:  “(The Project Name) is a sponsored project of the (Fiscal Agent’s Name), with funding provided by 
a grant from the Southwest Minnesota Arts and Humanities Council (SMAHC) with funds appropriated by 
the State Legislature.” 

12. [optional] In consideration of the Fiscal Agent’s agreement to sponsor the Project, and to cover the Fiscal 
Agent’s expenses in connection with the Project as outlined above, the Project will pay the following fees, 
charges and expenses: 

 
 
 
 

13. This agreement will be subject to review ________________________________ (set forth time period) 
and will terminate if any of the following events occur:  [add set here, for example: 
a. The Fiscal Agent requests the Sponsored Organization to cease activities that it deems might 

jeopardize its tax-exempt status and the Project fails to comply within a period of ten (10) days; 
b. The Sponsored Organization fails to perform or observe any other covenant of this agreement, and 

this failure remains unremedied fifteen (15) days after notice in writing. 
c. Upon expiration of four weeks after either the Sponsored Organization or the Fiscal Agent has given 

written notice of its intent to terminate the agreement.] 
14. In the event this Agreement is terminated, the Fiscal Agent and Sponsored Organization will comply with 

any termination conditions imposed by funding organizations. 
 
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day and year first written above. 
 
Accepted for the Fiscal Agent: 
 
____________________________________________ 
Authorized signer 
____________________________________________ 
Date 
 
For the Sponsored Organization: 
 
____________________________________________ 
Authorized signer 
____________________________________________ 
Date 
 
 National Endowment for the Arts 



Teaching Artist Andrew Vaught is in residence at Martin Behrman Elementary School for the entire school

year. In this residency, Andrew works with grades K 3, 5 6 and integrates theatre into core curriculum by

allowing students to create stories, dramatize events, develop story elements, and adapt literary works to

the stage.

Academic subjects include:

Journalism Reading History Social Studies Dance

Andrew Vaught is a drama instructor and co founder of Cripple Creek Theatre

Company in New Orleans. Andrew has a B.A. in History, Drama and Distinction

from Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio. He has supervised the creation and

performance of student theatre work and created and designed curriculum.

ARTS INTEGRATION FLOURISHES IN THIS KID SMART CLASSROOM! 

When you pass this class, you may see Andrew Vaught co-teaching with the classroom 
teacher.  This artist-teacher partnership is encouraging creativity and intellectual curiosity in 
students through integration of Theatre Arts into core curriculum. 

at the center of arts integration! 
YOU ARE 

HERE! 

Residencies include:
The Language of Creativity (K)

Story Creation (K)

Community Through Creation (K 1)

Movement as a Character (2)

Character Development: Theatre and its Destination (5)
 

Dramatizing Reality (6)

The Bluford Series: Teens, Troubles, Theatre (6)
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www.hurwitassociates.com 
 
 
 

 
 

1150 Walnut Street 
Newton, Massachusetts 02461 
Tel (617) 630-6900 
Fax (617) 928-3441 
Email info@hurwitassociates.com 

Nonprofit Law Resource Library 
Nonprofit Organizational Charts 

 
 
 

Traditional Nonprofit Organizational Structure  
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